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1.   Why the “Altayn Magtaal” should be researched further? 
 
The AM is a piece of oral and ritual poetry, which is closely connected with the oral 
tradition of the Mongolian epic singing. It has a long tradition, its own special features, 
meaning and contents, its stylistic means, way of singing it, and purpose. Before Mongolian 
heroic epics are being sung, usually the AM is being recited a to prepare the singer and the 
audience. So in researching Mongolian epics, in future more attention should be focused on 
the AM. We can say, that the reseach of Mongolian heroic epics started about 200 years 
back from now.During this time span Mongolian epics have been researched by Russian, 
other foreign and Mongolian scientists. While researching heroic epics, academics have 
sometimes mentioned the AM, later it was more deply covered especially by Mongolian 
academics, they emphasized its significance and also recorded several versions either in 
writing or on tape. However, up to now no scientific work has been published that deals 
solely with this topic.  
In his book Монгол тууль судлалын зарим асуудал, 1999, (7), academic B.Katuu writes 
“Up to now there is no specific work of research with this topic...but you can find 
something reported here and there in the works of researchers of heroic epics.” This defines 
the situation of research about the AM, as it is still today. This statement can be confirmed 
by going through literature related to the topics and talking with academics, researchers and 
teachers. Therefore we consider it an important task of research of Mongolian oral poetry to 
research and gather from the respective literature any information about the AM, arrange 
and summarize it and make it known to the academic and general audience.  
There are two main sources for studies about the AM: firstly it can be studied from 
materials about Mongolian heroic epics;either literature or interviews with epic singers. 
Secondly studies about Mongolian blessings and odes can be used. Also studiying modern 
versions of the AM which are being presented today in Mongolian folk music can be a key 
by trying to go back from the recent versions to find out earlier ones.  
 
2.   Definition of the “Altayn Magtaal” 
 
The presentation of Mongolian heroic epics to an audience follows clear and given patterns 
that may vary from region to region but will always be observed. The reasons for that can 
be found in the long tradition of epic singing in Mongolia as well as the ritual quality and 
meaning of these works of folklore. For the famous epic singers living from the middle of 
the 19th century until the second half of the 20th century heroic epics were not only pieces 
of art, but had a ritualistic function. That means that to perform epics in a family or ger 
would have an influence on that family, and those who were stricken by specific problems 
or suffering, for example childlessness, could call an epic singer to have a specific epic 
sung for them, which would change their situation. Because singing epics means to create a 
contct to the invisible world, to the supernatural forces keeping and ruling the world, e.g. 
the mountain spirits (Ezed, lus, savdag), by praising nature and surroundings before singing 
an epic, those supernatural forces would be pleased and delighted and epic singers and the 
audience protected against their scorn or any negative reactions, and so it would be possible 
to finish the epic and reach the desired outcome.  
So we can define the “Altayn Magtaal” as the piece of oral poetics which is 
recited/chanted/sung before singing heroic epic and is an ode of praise to the Altay 
mountains or sometimes, depending on the region the epics are sung, some other important 
mountain.  
The “Altayn Magtaal” has been named in different ways, as “Altay haylah”, “Tuuliin orshil 
magtaal”, “Altayg magtah”, “Bayan Altay” or Altay uuliin magtaal”, but in some regions 
we find the “Altay Hangayn Magtaal” or “Hangayn Magtaal” because the Hangay 
mountains are closer. Of those different names according to some researchers “Altay uuliin 
magtaal” it seems to be the most appropriate name for academic research, since it is an ode 
of praise to the Altay mountains. In this speech, for practical reasons, we will just call it 
Altayn Magtaal.  
The word “Magtaal” or “praise song” has been defined, for example, by academics 
Ш.Гаадамба and Х.Сампилдэндэв as “expressing a meaning of being proud and praise by 
listing all positive features of the respective object that is being described.” [Монгол 
ардын аман зохиол, 1988], (3). 
Usually singers of heroic epics chant the AM accompaniing it themselves with the 
“tovshuur” (Urianhay) or horse fiddle or “ekel”(Khalkh), or – only few singers – even 
recite it without an instrument. They start with khoomii singing and then go over zo singing 
in a deep baritone voice, which is symbolizing and expressing the nature of the high Altay 
Mountain range, the roaring sound of the waterfalls, the echo of the mountains and 
expressing the impressive and glorious quality of the mountains. There are two vocal ways 
to chant the AM, one is called “high voice” (but it doesn’t mean high in terms of musical 
notes) and is brought forth with much air pressure while singing. This voice is very 
demanding on the strength of the singer. The other one is called “low voice”, is more 
similar to normal singing and therefore easier for the epic singer.  
 
3.   The purpose of the “Altayn Magtaal” 
 
The ode to the Altay mountains is based on the worldview that every part of nature has a 
“lord”, a ruling spirit, and we as human beings relate to those “lords” as well as they 
influence our lives. To show that I would like to quote from an interview with th Urianhay 
epic singer B.Urtnasan from Duut soum in Khovd province in Western Mongolia. He 
describes the topic as follows: 
“There are the thirteen white mountains of the Altay range. And there is one, the lion 
(unclear) white mountain reigning them all. We believe, that the Lord of the Altay 
mountains is Alia hongor, he is and will be 25 years old for all eternity. Then there is the 
one, who carries out his work for him, and that is the mountain lord Uvaa Gunchid. The 
two of them rule and organize this world. One is Alia hongor, the other is the one carrying 
out his instructions or orders, Uvaa gunchid. You could also say that there are five 
subdivisions under Alia Hongor, they are the mountain spirits. The world is formed by 
them. Whether a drought is coming, or there is a snow storm, and danger and accidents take 
place, they know it and have power over it. So the ode to the Altay mountains is a requests 
and plea for being spared from dangers and being reprieved, that is the purpoe for singing it. 
Praising the Altay mountains, offering milk, lighting the incense you offer prayers – that 
means an activity of the human mind. So you think your thoughts and finish praising the 
Altay mountains and then you can start to sing the heroic epos.” (2) 
 
Singing the ode to the Altay has several purposes and can be examined from different 
perspectives.  
1. The most direct understanding, defined for example in S.Dulam and 
G.Nandinbeleg’s book [“Монгол аман зохиолын онол”, 2007], p.234 (5), “the 
aesthetic meaning of singing praise to the beauty of one’s motherland”. 
2. From the historical point of view or the origin of the AM it can be said that, 
especially among the Uriankhay, many epic singers were hunters They sang the ode 
to the Altay mountain range, when they went hunting, to please the mountain spirits 
and ask them for their benevolence, in other words for good hunting. We will look 
at this again under the heading of the origin of the AM. 
3. If we look at the ritual quality further, we see that there is the understanding that 
those majestic beautiful Altay mountains give nurture to humanity, fauna and flora, 
gracefully provide for all their needs and protect from all evil. They give humans 
and animals a peaceful, protected life, if there is suffering or sickness, and you 
chant the ode to the Altay mountains, “everything will be allright”[Монгол тууль 
судлалын зарим асуудал, B.Katuu, 1999],(7) Therefore the AM does not only 
satisfy the intellectual need of aesthetics but also had practical meaning for People’s 
lives. Apart from that, epic singers have told that some singers use the AM for 
fortune-telling. 
4. When epics are being sung, at first the ode follows the melody of the instrument 
“tovshuur” and it helps the singer to adjust his voice to the right pitch. But also the 
AM helps to prepare the audience for listening to the epos. “When the Altayn 
magtaal” is being sung, the epic singer is not allowed to take of his hat, to change 
his sitting position, to make a pause, and the audience is not supposed to make any 
noise. Then the Altayn lord Alia Hongor comes and incense is lighted in- and 
outside and a milk offering is made.”(9) So an atmosphere, where the audience can 
listen to the epos with concentration, is being created.  
 
4. The content of the “Altayn magtaal” 
 
In the ode to the Altay mountains the beautiful nature of the Altay, all animals living there, 
plants and fruits, different kinds of rock formations, mineral springs, mineral resources, all 
its riches are being praised. In doing that, there is a certain order, for example, looking at 
the mountain from the four directions, going from top to bottom, or praising the mountain’s 
different feature during the four seasons. Depnding on the version there may be many or 
few verses, a chorus between the verses, in the chorus the mountain maybe directly 
addressed as “My rich grey Altay” and it expresses that my or our Altay mountains are so 
beautiful, so rich to satisfy all needs of the population and let everyone be happy and well 
cared for. However, during the twentieth century, especially among the Bayad and Durvud 
tribes, there is more influence of Buddhism.  
 
5. The origin of the “Altayn magtaal” 
 
We need to research the origin of the AM from different viewpoints. Since the ode is 
connected closely with heroic epics, it is possible to research it along with the research of 
the origin of those. In order not to drift away too much from the topic of this survey we just 
would like to mention the article “Монгол тууль судлалын түүхэн тойм” (1), a recent and 
thorough survey by the researcher of heroic epics, B.Katuu. 
Generally the origin of the Altayn magtaal is closely related to the tradition of Mongolians 
to relate to nature and their nomadic cultural heritage. We think that the Altayn Magtaal 
needs to be understood not only from an aesthetical or artistic side, but from the point of 
people finding a balance with nature, ask favours, receive benefits or protect themselves 
from the supernatural beings in nature or commanding nature or from nature itself. In other 
words, the first purpose lies in the realm of ritual.  
1. The first written version        
  In the research for the origin it is very important to find the earliest 
written copy of the piece of folklore, and from there even to try to go back and find 
even earlier versions. Up to now our research has not reached this point. It seems 
that no written version of the magtaal sung by Jilher is existing. In this case the 
version of B.Urtnasan could be among the early ones. But we heard of two copies in 
“Tod bichig” from the 1930 and 40s. 
2. Cult sutras or Sangs of the Altay        
 There are cult sutras of the Altay which are older than the “Altayn magtaal”. 
Those cult sutras are prayers to the spirits of the Altay mountains. Among them are 
prayers for good hunting. [Арван гурван Алтайн йриун сангууд, Ж.Цолоо, 1999], 
(12).Approaching the Altay mountains, which are rich of game, the hunter asks the 
permission from the mountain spirits and asks forgiveness for killing an animal. 
This is a ritual performed in many hunter-gatherer cultures and tribes. Epics 
researcher J.Coloo made the suggestion that the Altayn Magtaal would originate 
from those prayers to the Altay mountains. To find proof for this it will be 
necessary to conduct a comparative study between the Altay cult sutras and the ode.  
3. Legends about the origin         
 Epic singers tell legends about how the ode came into being. Those have 
also been reported by researchers of epics. Up to now we found two different 
legends.  
A. In one of them a hunter, a fortune-teller and an epics singer are going 
hunting in the Altay mountains. At first they have no success at all, but after 
the epic singer sang a praise song to the Altay mountains and pleased the 
mountain spirits, they had a good hunting. [Монгол тууль судлалын зарим 
асуудал, B.Katuu, 1999],(7) researcher of epics, B.Katuu, noted this down 
from S.Choysuren’s son Batchuluun. Also researcher J.Coloo noted this 
legend from epic singer B.Avirmed and we noted it from epic singer 
B.Urtnasan personally this year.  
B. In the second legend an epics singer is afraid that by his epic singing he may 
arouse the scorn of the mountain spirits, and so he composed the ode to the 
Altay mountains to appease them. (7) 
 
6. The different versions of the “Altayn Magtaal” 
 
Similarly to the heroic epics, Mongolian epic singers also don’t just learn the Altayn 
Magtaal by copying exactly from each other, but enrichen it by praising with their specific 
literary forms and imagination. Therefore the versions that different singers present differ 
from each other regarding the contents, forms of literary expression, style, duration and 
way of chanting. Only from B.Katuu’s book (7)we could find a small comparative study of 
the versions of different epic singers.  
Up to now we know of the following singers who chant the ode: 
 
- Zahchin: Enchbalsan (has a special, early melody), Khovd province, Mankhan soum  
- Durvud: C.Zodov, Uvs province, Buhmurun soum (Buddhist influence) 
- Among the Durvud there is a full epos that is called “Altay haylakh”. It is printed in 
B.Cerel’s book with the same name (14). 
- Torguud: M.Purevjal 
- Uriankhay: Jilkher, Sh.Buyan, S.Choysuren, G.Baatar, B.Avirmed, Menget, 
B.Urtnasan, H.Seseer(1,3,8,10,13) 
- Khalkh:  
- Bayad: U.Bataa, Lhagva, Luvsan, Purvee.(13) 
- From Uvs province: G.Haynzan, Z.Damia, C.Zodov, U.Munc (7) 
- After becoming old epic singer S.Choysuren chanted the ode once a month 
regularly, as researchers noted.  
- The Bayad version of the epic “Han Haranguy” has as seventh chapter a whole 
chapter called “Altay Khaylakh” which is especially respected and honoured by the 
epic singers, so that they always finish it with a blessing. (13) 
 
Versions we have in our research material so far: 
1. There are two different versions both taken from [Монгол ардын зан үйлийн аман 
зохиол, Х.Сампилдэндэв, 1987], (10), which he quoted from two different sources. 
2. Two versions from epic singer B.Urtnasan       
a. [From Алтайн Урианхайн аман зохиол, М.Ганболд,] Version 2, p.25-31, 
(4)  
b. Our version recorded by computer and cassette tape from the singer on April 
15th, 2007 
3. Version of epic singer Menget       
[From Алтайн Урианхайн аман зохиол, М.Ганболд,] Version 1, p.22-25,   (4) 
4. Version of epic singer G.Haynzan       
[Дөрвөд ардын тууль, Б.Катуу, 1996], (6) 
 
Apart from those at the Academy of sciences there are two versions of epic singer 
B.Avirmed on tape and also the versions of Sh.Rinchen, G.Haynzan, D.Sungarjav on tape 
as well as two versions in writing. 
 
7. The significance of the “Altayn Magtaal” 
 
The Altayn Magtaal is not only an indispesable part of the heroic epos, but also has special 
functions. Hus the proverb came into being “Алтайгүй тууль тууль болдоггүй, авгайгүй 
айл айл болдоггүй”or “Without the ode to the Altay mountain an epos is no epos; without 
a wife a family is no family.” This word is frequent among epic singers, for example 
scientific worker D.Ulziibayar noted it from epic singer C.Zodov, and we noted it from epic 
singer B.Urtnasan. This proverb is a witness to how unseparable the heroic epos and the 
ode to the Altay mountains are.  
 
From our point of view the meaning of the ode was at first in the area of ritual, then later it 
had a mixed position of ritual meaning and preparation for he epos, and todayis nearly 
mostly used asa piece of folklore singing. But even now, in more traditional areas of 
Mongolia, we sometimes find the ritualistic character preserved. For example, when the 
ode is sung, even on tape, there are people who put the milk offering and light incense.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The ode to the Altay mountains is an amazing and special work of folklore, which has been 
preserved by the Mongolian nomad culture, has a richness of literary forms and is an 
expression of hte early rituals of relating to nature. For this reason researchers should make 
every effort to conduct a deeper and broader investigation, summarize research done so far, 
clarify the origin, preserve and protect versions which have been noted down or are being 
chanted now for future research, compare different versions and translate them into foreign 
languages.  
 
Appendix 
Алтайн магтаал туульчаар ангилсан нь  
 
ТУУЛЬЧИД 
 
Туульч Нутаг Он  Багш  АМ Т АМ Б Шавь 
Буурал 
Сарисан 
Улаангом 
Дөрвөд 
19-р 
зуун 
   Парчин 
Эвэгийн 
Намилан 
Увс  
Дөрвөд 
1911- Лам 
Жангар 
бичмэл 
   
Цагаадайн 
Зодов 
 
Дөрвөд 
1910-
1986 
Лам нар 
Цагаадайн 
Ширэн 
Түжиг 
   
Гөлөгийн 
Хайнзан 
Улаангом 
Дөрвөд 
1915- Гөлөг Х Х  
Шавьцагаан       
Ш.Ачилдай Баян-
Өлгий 
Булган с. 
1881-
1959 
Да лам ?   Ш.Буян 
Дух Урианхай 
Өөрцөг с. 
     
Бариул Уранхай ?-1931     
Содномын 
Балдан 
Урианхай 
БӨ: 
Булган 
1810-?     
Цагаан-
нохой 
Урианхай 1880-
1920 
   Ш.Буян 
Балданы 
Даш 
Урианхай 
БӨ: 
Булган 
    Ш.Буян 
Занын 
Жилхэр 
Урианхай 
БӨ: 
Булган 
1839-
1935 
 Х  Ш.Буян 
Б.Уртнасан 
Б.Авирмэд 
Оролмаа 
Галдангийн 
Ширэндэв 
Урианхай 1900    Б.Уртнасан 
Б.Авирмэд 
 
Галдамайн 
Баатар 
 
Урианхай 
Х: МХ 
 
1903-
1946 
 
Жилхэр 
   
Жилхэрийн 
Оролмаа 
Урианхай  Жилхэр    
Ёндоны Урианхай 1904-     
Манж БӨ: 
Булган 
1965 
Шинээгийн 
Буян 
Урианхай 
Ховд: 
Булган 
1893-? Жилхэр 
Ачилдай 
Цагааннохой
Даш 
  Мижидын 
Ядмаа 
Сүхийн 
Чойсүрэн 
Урианхай 1911- 
1979 
С.Дамдин 
Ээж нь (Тов-
шуур) 
Жилхэр 
Х 
Настай 
болоод 
сард 1 
удаа 
хайлдаг 
байсан 
  
Зокиогийн 
Рэнцэн 
Ховд 
Дуут 
1913-
1980 
Ш.Буян 
Г.Ширэндэв 
С. Чойсүрэн
   
Даваагийн 
Чойрог 
Урианхай 
Цэрвээ 
1915-? Жилхэр    
Баатарын 
Уртнасан 
Ховд 
Мөнх-
хайрхан, 
Дуут 
1927 Жилхэр 
Баатар 
Ширэндэв 
Рэнцэн 
Хөх Балдан 
Х 
Бүтэн 
хэмжээ-
гээр 
хайлдаг
Х 9 Шавь: 
Олдох 
Балдандорж
Дамдин-
дорж 
Баатаржав 
Доржпалам?
Баатарын  
Авирмэд 
Ховд 
Манхан 
Мөнххайр-
хан 
Ховд хот 
1935-
1998 
Жилхэр? 
Оролмаа 
Ширэндэв 
Хөх Балдан 
Х 
Ширэн-
дэвээс. 
Гүйцэд 
хэлж 
бай гэж 
захидаг 
байжээ 
ХЗХ 
507А1 
1972 
724 
В-А-1 
1987 
Хүү 
Доржпалам 
Хөвчийн 
Сэсээр 
Ховд  
Мөнх-
хайрхан 
Одоо Ховд 
хот 
1952 Авирмэд Х   
Мэнгэт 
“Баян 
Алтай” 
хочтой 
 
Ховд 
Сэнхэрийн 
гол 
XIX 
эцсээс
XX 
дунд 
хүртэл
 Х 
Үргэлж 
“Баян 
Алтай 
минь” 
гэж 
Х 
АУАЗ 
 
залбирч 
явдаг 
байв 
М.Парчин Баяд      
Бадрахын 
Дарам 
Баяд 1876-
1934 
 Х  У.Бат 
Увхийн Бат Баяд 1899- Б.Дарам лам Х 
ТӨОМ 
өвөр-
мөц 
хэллэг 
  
Лувсан Баяд    Х 
ТӨОМ 
  
Рэнцэнгийн 
Лхагва 
Баяд 
Увс 
Малчин 
сум 
     
Магсарын 
Пүрэвжал 
Торгууд 
Ховд: 
Булган 
1893  Х   
Explanation: 
AM T: It is noted that this epics singer chanted or is chanting the AM. 
AM B: We have a copy of this version. 
TӨОМ: This version is called “туулийн өмнөх оршил магтаал”. 
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